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ABSTRACT
Oesophageal cancer and colon cancer have five year survival rates of 15%1 and 63%2 respectively. These low
survival rates are due in part to poor early detection during endoscopic screening, with conventional endoscopes
providing insufficient information about tissue properties to spot a wide range of potential tumours. Improving
early detection of gastrointestinal cancers would dramatically increase their five year survival rates. Spatial
Frequency Domain Imaging (SFDI) is a low-cost imaging technique that can measure absorption, scattering and
shape as potential indicators of cancer. Specific absorption and scattering properties are known to be linked
to malignancy in the oesophagus,3 and shape is an important indicator in colon cancer.4 Though a range of
research and commercial SFDI systems have been developed,5 adapting these for in vivo clinical application is
challenging due to constraints imposed by miniaturisation, sample geometry and illumination conditions. To
facilitate design of novel SFDI systems under such constraints, we have developed a model of an SFDI imaging
system built on the open-source 3D modelling software Blender. Using Blender’s Cycles ray-tracing engine, we
are able to simulate a range of different scattering and absorption coefficients for a number of different imaging
configurations, sample geometries and illumination patterns. Using established processing algorithms, we show
we can recover maps of absorption, scattering and shape in a range of simulated ex vivo and in vivo imaging
geometries with relevance to clinical detection of tumours. Our system enables accessible exploration of different
optical configurations and realistic illumination conditions that will inform future design of compact, low-cost
instruments.
Keywords: Spatial frequency domain imaging, Fourier transform profilometry, oesophageal cancer, colon cancer,
optical properties, low-cost
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Spatial frequency domain imaging
Spatial Frequency Domain Imaging is a well-established technique in biomedical imaging with numerous re-
search6,7 and commercial systems now available.8 By performing SFDI at several different wavelengths, maps
of tissue oxyhaemoglobin and deoxyhaemoglobin can be calculated from the resulting absorption maps.9 This is
useful for surgeons reattaching blood vessels to transplanted organs. SFDI has also been shown to provide tissue
oxygenation measurements of blocked blood vessels comparable to measurements by FDA approved devices.10
Another application is in the imaging of skin burns. SFDI has been shown to accurately detect burn depth,11
and SFDI derived tissue characteristics such as tissue haemoglobin and oxygen saturation have been shown to
monitor burn progression.12 Such quantitative information at early stages could better inform treatment de-
cisions compared to more subjective indicators currently used. SFDI can also be used in oncology to detect
tumour margins, by improving contrast between normal tissue and invasive cancer.13
Imaging in the spatial frequency domain consists of projecting a known 2D illumination pattern onto a
sample and examining the amplitude of the reflected/transmitted illumination patterns’ amplitude as a function
of spatial frequency. Sinusoidal patterns of known spatial frequency are typically used as the illumination pattern
(see Fig. 1), although recent work has drawn on the field of compressed sensing to show that randomised speckle
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Figure 1: Typical SFDI apparatus uses a projector to illuminate a sample with sinusoidal patterns, which are
then captured with a camera. Demodulation of these images and comparison with reference models of absorption
and scattering can then produce 2D maps of these properties. (Captured image taken from5)
patterns can also be used.14 In this way, SFDI can be viewed as a special case of more general structured
illumination techniques.15 These sinusoids are often projected onto the sample at small angle from the normal
(e.g. 4◦) to minimise specular reflection recorded by the camera.6 This has the added advantage of enabling
fringe profilometry if a telecentric lens configuration is used.16
This incident light is then scattered or absorbed by the sample, which modifies the amplitude of the sinusoid in
a way that depends on spatial frequency. An image of the sinusoid, having been modified by the tissue, is captured
with a camera typically oriented orthogonally to the sample. Captured images are then processed to determine
the modulation index of the reflected sinusoid at two or more spatial frequencies. This can be achieved with only
a single such image by using Fourier-domain filtering to separate out an AC and DC component, a technique
termed Single Snapshot of Optical Properties (SSOP),17 but more commonly the sinusoidal pattern is phase-
shifted (0◦, 120◦ and 240◦) at 2 different AC frequencies producing 6 or more images.18 Next, the modulation
properties of a reference phantom with known optical properties are used to correct for the modulation transfer
function (MTF) of the imaging system at each spatial frequency, allowing the diffuse reflectance values of the
sample to be estimated accurately. Using these diffuse reflectance values, the absorption and scattering properties
of a sample can be determined using a look up table (LUT) generated by solving the diffusion equations for light
propagation in scattering and absorbing media or via Monte-Carlo simulation.19
Currently, a number of open source software packages relevant to SFDI exist. AppSFDI 20 can perform
demodulation from a set of images taken at spatial frequencies of 0 and 0.2 mm−1. It can also produce maps
of absorption and reduced scattering if images of a reference phantom of known optical properties are also
given. There is also a software available for using deep learning to perform the demodulation and production of
absorption and scattering maps.21 However, perhaps of more relevance to this is work is software that simulates
the optical behaviour of materials under conditions of scattering and absorption. Toast++22 is widely used
for forward and inverse modelling in diffuse optical tomography. However, because the software is designed for
diffuse optical tomography, it typically simulates a small number of sources and detectors placed on the surface
of sample. It is thus less well-suited to considering the effects of complex illumination patterns and very high-
resolution detectors placed some distance away from the sample, as is required for SFDI. Recently, a new software
package, ValoMC, was released that can perform Monte Carlo simulations of light in tissue for large samples,23
and there are numerous other more specialised pieces of Monte-Carlo simulation software such as OptogenSIM 24
and FullMonte.25 However, all of these packages typically require meshes to be defined in another package,
and do not fully consider lighting conditions, camera positions, or realistic projection of complex structured
illumination. This makes it difficult to use them to design practical SFDI systems. Currently, such systems are
typically designed experimentally and require testing with, for example, numerous complex phantoms shapes.26
1.2 Fringe Profilometry
In addition to measuring optical absorption and scattering, structured illumination can also provide 3D depth
information about a sample. Structured light has been successfully used for shape detection with application
to sizing colon polyps.27 In diagnosing gastrointestinal cancers, the size and shapes of polyps is important in
identifying the risk of cancer and in the decision making process of the polyps resection.4 The current decision
making process is subjective and the risk of the majority of lesions is overestimated. However, shape detection
via structured light is currently much more widely used in industrial inspection applications and consequently
there are numerous commercial systems available.28,29
One well-established technique for this is Fourier Transform Profilometry (FTP), sometimes called Moire
profilometry, in which either a sinusoidal or Ronchi grating is projected onto a 3D object, which is then imaged.30
Based on a single such image, spatial frequency domain processing can then be applied to determine the shape
of the object, which can be achieved in near-real time. The height can be calculated by knowing the distance
from reference plane to projector, l0, the camera-projector distance d, and the projected spatial frequency f0:
h(x, y) =
∆φ(x, y)l0
∆φ(x, y) − d2πf0
(1)
where ∆φ(x, y) is the phase modulation relative to the flat reference image caused by the shift in height. In order
to work, this method requires a small angle of projection relative to camera to create this phase shift and also
requires approximate telecentricity of illumination optics to avoid frequency shifts of the structured pattern.31
There is freely-available software for both recovery of phase maps from profilometry images (PhaseWare32)
and also for simulation of fringe projection onto objects.33,34 However, these typically assume purely reflecting
objects and do not consider more complex materials with scattering and absorption properties.
2. METHODS
2.1 Blender ray tracing set up
Figure 2: Example SFDI system created in Blender, for
measuring a planar sample.
We show here, for the first time, that it is possible to
perform both SFDI and fringe profilometry with realis-
tic sample and image geometries using freely available
ray-tracing software. Specifically, we use open source
computer graphics software Blender (v 2.82a) to sim-
ulate an imaging system consisting of a projector, a
camera, and an object to be imaged with customizable
material properties. An example set-up for imaging a
planar object is shown in Fig. 2. Blender comes with
a full ray tracing engine called Cycles that can simu-
late scattering and absorbing material. The numerical
simulation of many rays being randomly transmitted,
reflected or scattered is in many respects similar to
Monte-Carlo approaches.
Here, we use a spotlight illumination with a power
of 3W for the illumination source. The projection is
always in focus but grows larger with distance – the
assumption of telecentricity is therefore only valid for
objects of relatively small height compare to the cone
of projection. However, this height limit can easily
be increased by reducing the projector’s spot size (or
solid-angle). A perspective-projection camera with a
focal length of 50mm is used, though Blender also supports other projection paradigms such as orthographic
projection that may be useful in other geometries (e.g. fish-eye lenses). However, the perspective camera closely
approximates most real-world cameras. The projector and camera are positioned on the same plane, with the
projector at a 4◦ angle to the camera. The camera is positioned orthogonal to the imaging plane, at a distance
of 0.5m. This offset in angle limits the coupling of specularly reflected light, especially for planar samples.
Materials in Blender are defined using pre-built shaders that can be combined together using a node system.
Scattering is simulated by mixing two shaders together – subsurface scattering and transparent bi-directional
scattering distribution function (BSDF). Subsurface scattering simulates light penetrating the surface of the
material and bouncing around until it either escapes or is absorbed. The transparent BSDF adds transparency
to the material without adding any refraction – this is ensured by matching the refractive index. A weight factor
from 0 to 1 is used to mix the two shaders, with the weights of each constrained to sum to 1. A scattering factor
of 0 represents, in this case, the material being entirely transparent. Similarly, a scattering factor of 1 represents
the material properties being entirely due to subsurface scattering. The subsurface scattering material has a
scattering radius and scale properties that are adjusted in advance such that the total scattering is very high,
which then represents the maximum scattering that can be achieved by this mixing approach. The reason this
mixing approach is used, rather than simply changing the radius of scattering, is because reducing the scattering
radius to zero creates a specularly reflecting object, rather than a transparent object (i.e. no scattering) as is
required.
Absorption is implemented using a custom material simulating transmissivity of light through the material,





where I and I0 are the transmitted and incident light respectively, L is the path length of light travelled and µa
is the absorption coefficient of the material, which is set to 1 mm−1.
The composite material is a weighted mix of the scattering material and the absorbing material, where a
factor of 0 represents a purely absorbing material and a factor of 1 represents a purely scattering material.
Therefore, to alter the material’s properties there are two parameters which can be altered; scattering factor and
final factor.
Next, we must relate real-world optical properties to the system’s two variable factors. To do this, we
estimated the diffuse reflectance of imaged sinusoidal patterns projected at spatial frequencies ranging from
0− 0.135 mm−1 for a range of factor values. For each spatial frequency and set of factors, SFDI was carried out
to extract the diffuse reflectance. This requires the use of a ‘reference sample’ to account for the system MTF.
Here, the reference modulation amplitude image used was a purely scattering material, which serves an arbitrary
reference. By comparison with curves from literature (in particular Cuccia et al.18) we can then calibrate these
curves to match, so that the scattering and final factors can produce known reduced scattering and absorption
coefficients.
For this initial proof-of-principle, we examine only absorption and scattering. However, we note that Blender
offers a wide range of additional options that could extend this in future. For example, anisotropy can be
specified to enable preferential forward or backward scattering, refractive index can be changed to examine the
impact of specular reflection, scattering can have different length scales for red, green and blue channels offering
some wavelength dependent behaviour. In addition to this, materials can have different colours, or there can
be stray background light or water layers on samples to mimic realistic behaviour. Further, Blender can also
produce time-dependent behaviour, e.g. movement, change of properties, that could be used to simulate realistic
conditions. We intend to explore this parameter space in future.
We next implemented the algorithm presented in18 to reconstruct optical property maps. We imaged both
flat samples, tumour-like samples, and also samples with a hollow cylindrical geometry to mimic the gastroin-
testinal tract. Further, we also tested illumination using different patterns tailored to a cylindrical geometry and
mimicking speckle pattern illumination.
To test shape measurement using fringe profilometry we introduced some specular reflection from the sample
surface in order for a proof-of-principle. This is in line with previous studies that have shown typical tissue
samples have sufficient specular reflection to enable both SFDI and profilometry simultaneously.16
(a) (b)
Figure 3: (a) Diffuse reflectance vs spatial frequency curve adapted from18 showing the effect of changing
scattering coefficient. (b) Diffuse reflectance vs spatial frequency for varying scattering factor values in our
Blender model. Scattering and absorption coefficients are determined by calibration against curves from (a),
but cover a wider range due to our choice of ‘maximally scattering’ material. Overall, we find good agreement
between the shapes and are thus able to relate our scattering factor and final factor with reduced scattering and
absorption.
3. RESULTS
In order to calibrate the system, it was necessary to relate the varying factor values to absorption and reduced
scattering coefficients. To do this, the average diffuse reflectance value of a sample for varying scattering factor
values was recorded at multiple spatial frequencies. The points in Fig 3b, represent the average diffuse reflectance
value over the entire image. To obtain these values, the diffuse reflectance values of the maximum and minimum
curves in Fig 3a for a specific spatial frequency were recorded. Images of the material at varying final factor
and scattering factor values were obtained at this specific spatial frequency, and their diffuse reflectance values
calculated. The diffuse reflectance values were calibrated arbitrarily to a reference phantom of final factor of
1 and scattering factor of 1, with µa = 0 mm
−1 and µ′s = 1.5 mm
−1. Then, the diffuse reflectance values of
maximum and minimum curves at a specific spatial frequency from Fig 3a could be matched to specific final
factor and scattering factor values. We found that keeping final factor constant at 0.9 gave the largest range of
values for varying the scattering factor. By varying the scattering factor between 0.005 − 0.89 (the two values
which were empirically determined to span the curves from Fig 3a) over the spatial frequency range 0 − 0.135
mm−1, we were able to produce curves shown in Fig 3b. Therefore, diffuse reflectance values were obtained
against a simulated reference phantom of µa = 0 mm
−1 and µ′s = 1.5 mm
−1 as it was found these values gave
curves of most similar shape to Fig 3a. The optical properties of Fig 3b were calculated via a look up table in
Python code.
Having verified simulation of absorption and scattering material, we next demonstrate the ease with which
sample geometries can be varied. To do this, we created a spheroidal object with several spheroidal abnormalities,
shown in Fig 4, to mimic a tumour. As shown by Holmer et. al.,36 in the wavelength range of visible light, the
absorption and reduced scattering coefficients of adenocarcinoma and squamous cell carcinoma (tumour tissue)
are broadly lower than healthy stomach and oesophageal tissue. Appropriate optical properties were chosen,
using the graph in Fig 3 to determine factor settings, so that the flat background mimicked healthy tissue, and
the raised spheroid object, mimicked cancerous tissue. The optical property coefficients chosen were µa = 0.142
mm−1 and µ′s = 1.49 mm
−1 for the background, healthy tissue and µa = 0.015 mm
−1 and µ′s = 1.27 mm
−1 for
Figure 4: Blender system with sample being imaged on reference plane
cancerous tissue. A 2D Gaussian filter was applied to the absorption and reduced scattering coefficient maps in
Fig 5c and 5d to reduce noise.
The lower absorption value can be clearly seen in Fig 5c. The plotted values for the reduced scattering
coefficient of background healthy tissue and spheroid in Fig 5d are slightly lower than the expected values. This
is in part due to calibration error, and a more iterative calibration approach is required to deliver more accurate
results. Notably, the contrast provided by these optical property maps is visually improved compared to a
conventional image, shown in Fig 5a, which illustrates the clinically relevant contrast improvement that SFDI
can offer.
We performed a 3D shape reconstruction using Fourier transform profilometry, as shown in Figure 5b. The
height of the spheroid was simulated to be 110 mm, representing a large tumour. Fig 5b shows that this height
was successfully reconstructed.
We show the flexibility of our Blender system to enable more complex geometries and illumination profiles.
First, we show illumination down a tube, designed to mimic the gastrointestinal tract, using a standard sinusoidal
pattern (see Fig 6a). This shows how the pattern is distorted when projected down a tube, which would in practice
result in non-uniform spatial frequencies on the sample. Based on simple reverse projections from this pattern,
we developed a projection pattern of concentric circles of decreasing radius that creates a more uniform spatial
frequency distribution when incident on the tube walls (Fig. 6b). This capability will allow us to test different
illumination patterns before physically constructing such a system. Further, we can also examine the relative
intensity along the tube length and correct for this when reconstructing diffuse reflectance.
Finally, we show for our tumour sample that it can be illuminated using a laser speckle pattern (Fig 7b),
to simulate recent experimental work.14 This technique, called speckle illumination spatial frequency domain
imaging (si-SFDI) works by sampling the modulation transfer function of the imaged sample at a known spatial
frequency. By calibrating with a phantom of known optical properties, changes in the MTF determine the optical
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
Figure 5: A simulated spheroidal tumour phantom on flat homogeneous background: (a) Conventional image of
simulated tumour, (b) 3D profile of simulated tumour reconstructed via FTP, (c) Map of absorption coefficient
of simulated tumour showing contrast compared to healthy tissue background, (d) Map of reduced scattering
coefficient of simulated tumour showing contrast compared to healthy tissue background.
(a) (b)
Figure 6: Illumination patterns projected down a tube designed to mimic the gastrointestinal tract: (a) Conven-
tional sinusoidal pattern, (b) Concentric circles pattern
properties of the sample. This technique is desirable in geometries such as that presented in endoscopy because
speckle patterns are generated over a large field of view with a basic illumination source.
(a) (b)
Figure 7: Comparison of uniform projection and speckle pattern projection on simulated tumour: (a) Conven-
tional uniform pattern projected onto tumour sample, (b) Speckle pattern projected onto tumour sample.
4. DISCUSSION
We have presented an SFDI simulation system that uses the open source Blender computer graphics software
to enable creation of objects with a range of calibrated reduced scattering and absorption coefficients, complex
object and imaging geometries, projection of arbitrary illumination patterns, and simultaneously reconstruction
of 3D shape using fringe profilometry.
Though this work presents an important first proof-of-principle, there are many improvements yet to be
explored. This includes more accurate calibration with data from literature, use of advanced material properties
such as anisotropic scattering, different refractive index, wavelength dependence – all of which Blender can
implement. Blender’s Python scripting function could in future be used to automate calibration processes, or
enable optimisation of system parameters to maximise signal-to-noise in recovered optical property maps.
We foresee many future applications of this work, one of which is the testing of different illumination sources.
This could be used to help further miniaturise ultra-compact low-cost SFDI systems,37 and enable them to make
use of non-standard illumination patterns, e.g. from an LED array, or to use lower resolution cameras. Testing
these effects in software may therefore rapidly accelerate the design process.
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